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Known Issues as of QuarkXPress 2016 
Following is a list of known issues in QuarkXPress® 2016 

 QuarkXPress 2016 requires Universal C Runtime in Windows (api-ms-win-crt-runtime-l1-1-0.dll) 

to run on Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / Windows Server 2012 R2. (220893)  

o Workaround: An update for Universal C Runtime is required on Windows 7 and 8.x. 

Please use this link for more info: http://support.microsoft.com/en-in/kb/2999226  

 Vector files containing curved objects cannot be converted or pasted correctly to native objects. 

(212852) 

o Workaround: Save these items as PDF/EPS, import these into a picture box in 

QuarkXPress and then convert to Native Objects. 

 Copy pasted (OLE) objects/images with opacity applied to them are outputting without the 

applied opacity.  (237298) 

 Text missing from PDFs containing CID fonts on converting to QuarkXPress Native Objects. 

(249090) 

 Text in WMF files/charts fails to convert on converting to QuarkXPress Native Objects. (250246) 

o Workaround: Save the file in other formats like PDF/EPS, import into QuarkXPress and 

then convert to Native Objects. 

 Vector files containing Pattern/Gradation applied to text fill are not converted correctly as 

Native Objects. (250391) 

o Workaround: Convert the text having pattern/Gradation fills into paths and then import 

and convert to Native Objects. 

 Grouped box containing a tiny object and grouped with bigger box cannot be resized. (255700) 

 Drop shadow doesn’t move with the converted to Native Objects when converted object has 

small objects. (257984) 

 Spaces in Excel chart/PPT saved as PDF on Mac are getting converted to tabs on converting to 

Native Objects. (253689) 

 Text having ‘All Caps’ and 'Small Caps' in PDF/EPS files gets converted to lower case on 

converting to QuarkXPress Native Objects. (250948) 

 Plain’, ‘Bold’ and ‘Italic’ attribute selection buttons are not available in font replacement dialog 

during vector file conversion and on opening a project with missing fonts. (251212) 

o Workaround: Apply the fonts through usage dialog box to be able to select the 

attributes. 

 Text with fonts like Arial, Times, Helvetica and few other fonts in vector files get shifted due to 

incorrect kerning on converting to QuarkXPress Native Objects. (251570) 

 (Windows Only) QuarkXPress may not be able to paste items copied from InDesign as Native 

Objects if System Clipboard is not populated with vector data by InDesign. (252273) 

 Repositioning headings in a layout does not update Running Headers having 'Normal' style sheet 

applied. (257741) 

http://support.microsoft.com/en-in/kb/2999226
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 Page number Content Variable is not displayed correctly when inserted into linked text boxes 

that overlap. (216332) 

 Content Variables not working correctly with Redline. (251084) 

 Text lost from linked boxes on Converting Text to Boxes. (257794) 

 Same images / picture boxes used/shared multiple times in Project / Digital Layout are exported 

multiple times in ePub / Kindle / App Studio / HTML output. (251934) 

 Text behind curved text path is not displayed in ePub output. (204871) 

 “Custom Underline” can be applied to native text in Digital Layouts, even though it is not 

exported in ePub / Kindle / App Studio / HTML Output. (249262) 

 Support for Multi-Level Bullets and Numbering in Reflow ePub. (249923) 

 Articles / Components in Reflow Tagging Palette are not copied on duplicating a layout. 

(249988) 

 Timeline Scrubber’s Thumbnail Page Preview is stretched for Square pages when exported as 

HTML5 Publications. (252203) 

 Scrolling in HTML5 Publications only scrolls one page from a group of Facing Pages. (252646) 

 Row Height Increases if multi selected cells are copy pasted into Auto Fit Rows of other tables. 

(257578) 

 Text Tracking is not exported correctly to HTML5 Publications in localized languages that use 

comma instead of decimal (German, French). (257987) 

 Text with Fractional Fonts is not rendered correctly in browser in some cases when exported as 

HTML5 Publication. (257995) 

 (Windows Only) Bold, Italic attributes are always checked on trying to replace fonts from the 

usage dialog in Windows. (257425) 

 Text overlaps on reducing browser zoom level in HTML5 Publication. (252141) 

 Scrolling in Scroll Zones is not working if we start scrolling immediately after loading the page in 

HTML5 Publications. (220726) 

 Interactivity items spread into facing pages are not showing correctly in HTML5 Publications. 

(250785) 

 Redline not working correctly with Cross References. (257321) 

 Cross Reference shortcut to navigate to parents’ marker not working across stories. (258089) 

 Multicolored fonts like Apple Color Emoji, FF Copa fonts are not supported in QuarkXPress. 

(205485) 

 Content from Multi Selected Cells cannot be copied if one or more merged cell is a part of 

selection. (205591) 

 Glyph palette closes and gets automatically reinvoked in detached state (detached from Palette 

Set) on activating or deactivating fonts. (214689) 

 Layout zoom level changes on search/replace text using Find/ Change. (216664) 

 Unable to apply multiple OpenType Stylistic Sets together for combined glyph substitution. 

(220005) 

 OpenType Stylistic Set substituted combined glyph gets distorted on applying Shadow, Outline 

type styles. (221048) 
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 OpenType Stylistic Set substituted combined glyph (Charts issue) is not rendered correctly with 

Flatten Transparency option. (221062) 

 The alert ‘This project requires minor repairs’ cannot be suppressed when more than one layout 

in a multi-layout project requires repair. (221306) 

 User is unable to apply a different Footnote Separator Style for automatic text box on Master 

Page. (225361) 

 All Missing fonts appear twice in Missing Font dialog after undoing the conversion to Native 

Objects and then reconverting to Native Objects. (251395) 

 Keypad character in the style sheet keyboard equivalent displays as junk if Menlo font is missing. 

(255683) 

 All Curly Smart quotes display incorrectly in Smart quotes pop up on non-Retina Mac machines. 

(255935) 

 Auto hyphenated words cannot be searched for in fixed ePub/HTML5 output. (255946) 

 Image preview does not update immediately in the layout on changing the channel color of the 

imported PSD image through the advanced image control palette. (255693) 

o Workaround: Kindly save the project after colorizing and reopen. 

 

Note on HTML5 Publications:  

As HTML5 Publications need several JavaScripts to run, you cannot preview them by double clicking index.html. You 
need to either host them on a webserver (local or remote) and open index.html in a browser from there or quicker – 
preview them via the Preview Button (at the lower left hand corner of your document window). 

Resolved Issues: QuarkXPress 2016 
Following is a list of issues resolved in QuarkXPress 2016. Note that the following is not an exhaustive list 
of all fixes in this version. 

 RESOLVED: Overlay image is not visible on unchecking Restrict To Box in Clipping tab. 
(147132)    

 RESOLVED: Color rendition differs between fill color and colorized image color. (178352)    

 RESOLVED: Stylesheet Names used in Layout are not retained in HTML CSS / ePub / App 
Studio / Kindle export. (205871)    

 RESOLVED: Original Names of Pictures used in a Layout are not retained when exported as 
HTML / ePub / App Studio / Kindle. (205872)    

 RESOLVED: Vector EPS and PDF files are outputting as color managed in flattened output 
when vector CMS is on with the Color Manage CMYK to CMYK destination is unchecked in 
source setup.  (206938)    

 RESOLVED: Images without file extensions imported in legacy versions are rendered in low 
resolution. (207051)    
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 RESOLVED: Shadow details of images are dark. Image rendition of QuarkXPress is not similar 
to Photoshop rendition with similar settings.  (210318)    

 RESOLVED: Split view shifts outside the screen on typing text. (210612)    

 RESOLVED: Image rendition is incorrect when “QuarkGenericRGB” profile is used as display 
profile. Images look lighter. (211689)    

 RESOLVED: Unable to build List for an entire Book after updating missing chapters. (212066)    

 RESOLVED: Image rendition is darker on applying soft proofing. (213960)    

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress crashes if a page range is specified in Linkster to Link or Unlink text 
boxes across pages. (214639)    

 RESOLVED: 1 Bit images saved with profiles from Corel corrupt on colorizing. (215642)    

 RESOLVED: View jumps on inserting text after zooming in the layout to more than 300% or on 
typing text in layout when some of the text box in not in view. (215798)    

 RESOLVED: Tool preferences are not retained for ePub / App Studio project after saving and 
reopening. (215880)    

 RESOLVED: Open Type features in Open Type Fonts are not applied in QuarkXPress if those 
features don't have Latin script declaration and only have DFLT script declaration. (216695)    

 RESOLVED: Shortcut for type style Small Caps is not available under Style menu > Type 
styles; It is assigned to Hide Selection menu. (216966)    

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress Crashes on updating images if a “User Edited Path” is applied to an 
image used in multiple instances. (218161)    

 RESOLVED: Keypad numbers cannot be used as Stylesheet Keyboard shortcuts. (218533)    

 RESOLVED: Table Grids cannot be exported as ePub / HTML / App Studio if “Convert to 
Graphic” is Off. (218578)    

 RESOLVED: Unable to copy and paste entire text from all pages of a QuarkXPress layout to 
another application (248908)    

 RESOLVED: Performance issue on Locking/Unlocking Layers in complex projects. (249144)    

 RESOLVED: Angled Rectangular boxes are not exported as SVG in ePub / Kindle / App Studio 
/ HTML (250255)    

 RESOLVED: Rounded Rectangle Corner applied boxes are exported without angle in ePub / 
Kindle / App Studio / HTML (250256)    

 RESOLVED: Boxes with Skew are not exported as SVG in ePub / Kindle / App Studio / HTML 
(250261)    

 RESOLVED: ePub / Kindle .mobi files with one or more SVG images cannot be converted to 
iOS compatible .azk file format (250279)    
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 RESOLVED: Application Level Tool Preferences are not honored in App Studio / Digital
Layouts (250330)

 RESOLVED: Color model icons are incorrect in color palette, Icons are not displaying
according to created color. (250623)

 RESOLVED: The number of Hyperlinks / Anchors / Page References is limited to 1024.
(251121)

 RESOLVED: Bullets and Numbering restarts from 1 after every inserted Callout Anchor on
exporting to reflow ePub. (251137)

 RESOLVED: Text flows out of some Inline Table Cells when exported as Reflow ePub
(251286)

 RESOLVED: QuarkXPress fails to launch if EPSON perfection V370 profiles are set as Default
Device profile in Win OS. (256064)

Legal notices 
©2022 Quark Software Inc. and its licensors. All rights reserved. 

Protected by the following United States Patents: 5,541,991; 5,907,704; 6,005,560; 6,052,514; 6,081,262; 
6,633,666 B2; 6,947,959 B1; 6,940,518 B2; 7,116,843;7,463,793; and other patents pending. 

Quark, the Quark logo, QuarkXPress, and QuarkCopyDesk are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
Quark Software Inc. and its affiliates in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other marks are the property of 
their respective owners. 


